2013 RAD READS for Younger Boys

KEY:
+ = Children – find these titles in the Children’s section

AGE 8 & UP

+ DYSTOPIAN ADVENTURE -- DOGS
  Survivors series -- Erin Hunter
  #1 The Empty City
  #2 A Hidden Enemy

+ FANTASY “If you like Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Big Nate & Captain Underpants...”
  The 13-Story Treehouse -- Andy Griffiths

+ FICTION “If you like Diary of a Wimpy Kid...”
  Cartboy and the Time Capsule -- L. A. Campbell

+ HORROR
  Goosebumps MOST WANTED series -- R. L. Stine
  #1 Planet of the Lawn Gnomes
  #2 Son of Slappy
  #3 How I Met My Monster

+ MIDDLE SCHOOL HUMOR
  Ungifted -- Gordon Korman

+ FICTION
  (Big Nate Comic Compilations) -- Lincoln Peirce
  What Could Possibly Go Wrong?
  Here Goes Nothing
  Genius Mode

+ FICTION “If you like Diary of a Wimpy Kid...”
  Cheesie Mack series -- Steve Cotler
  #1 Cheesie Mack is Not a Genius or Anything
  #2 Cheesie Mack is Cool in a Duel
  #3 Cheesie Mack is Running Like Crazy!

+ FANTASY
  Wings of Fire series -- Tui Sutherland
  #1 The Dragonet Prophecy
  #2 The Lost Heir
  #3 The Hidden Kingdom

+ FICTION “If you like Diary of a Wimpy Kid...”
  Loser List series -- Holly Kowitt (H. N. Kowitt)
  #1 The Loser List
  #2 Revenge of the Loser
  #3 Jinx of the Loser

+ FANTASY
The Clone Chronicles series -- M.E. Castle
#1 Popular Clone
#2 Cheesie Mack is cool in a duel

AGE 7 & UP

+ FICTION "If you like Ninja Turtles."
   Ninja Merkats Series -- Gareth Jones
   #1 The Clan of the Scorpion
   #2 The Eye of the Monkey
   #3 Escape from Ice Mountain
   #4 Hollywood Showdown